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Product Name: Kameleon Remote Control 10in1

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: GIZMO159

    Fumbling around for the TV remote is one of modern  life's greatest irritants. And,
with the advent of so many other remote  controlled devices - VCR, DVD, CD, Satellite
- couch potato life gets harder all  the time.    Thankfully, you can now put an  end to
multiple remote miseries with the sleek and sophisticated Kameleon  10-in-1, 6-in-1
and their little brother, the 3-in-1. These ingenious wafers of  hi-tech jiggery pokery are
universal remote control units that can operate up to  ten - yes, ten - entertainment
appliances at once! From your TV and VCR to your  DVD, CD, Audio, Satellite and
other auxiliary devices, these gorgeously svelte,  touch sensitive remotes do the lot.      
   Ergonomically designed to fit snugly into all manner of mitts, the Kameleon 
impresses the very second you pick it up. Built-in motion sensors activate an  ultra
cool, electro-luminescent display panel that resembles something from the  bridge of
the Starship Enterprise (Picard era; Kirk's toupee would quiver at the  sight of this
Primary Directive busting baby). In fact, even when you're not  using it to operate
things, the Kameleon doubles up as a pretty nifty pretend  Tricorder (we really should
get out more).    Best of all, an ingenious 'no clutter' key system means that only the
keys of  the active device are illuminated at any one time, so you won't see a profusion 
of confusing FFWD/RWD keys when you're operating your TV! To infuriate your 
friends further, certain keys even have animations. And just to hammer the final  nail in
the coffin of other remotes, the Kameleon is also future-proof. A  built-in modem
enables it to be updated with new device codes via phone or  internet download. 
These really are the Rolls Royce?s of remotes and no home entertainment  anorak
should be without one.  Features         Guaranteed to work with all    brands        
10-in-1 Controls TV, VCR,    DVD, SAT, CD, Home Theatre, Auxiliary devices, Auido    
    6-in-1 Controls: TV, VCR,    DVD, SAT, CD Audio         3-in-1 Controls: TV, VCR,   
DVD         Revolutionary    Electro-Luminescent display         Slim aluminium design (
18mm    deep )         Easy to use - the    intelligent display reveals on the keys you
need for the device you have    selected         Motion activated screen -    features a
vibration switch that activates the remote control as soon as it is    touched     Useful
links                see if your equipment is supported by    Kameleon and retrieve code
numbers needed               online download centre                 contact technical support   
   10-in-1:                                                   Operates up to ten  devices - TV, VCR, DVD,
SAT,       Home Theatre, Auxiliary  devices and Audio       control.               Macro 
functionality for the ultimate in 'one touch'       convenience.               Includes  learning
feature to add extra functions       from original remote.               Built-in  modem for
future-proof upgrades.                  Screen activates  when touched and shows only      
the keys you need.               Special  features include: menu, teletext, fastext,      
surround sound control,  adjustable screen &amp;       timeout.               Ergonomic 
and stylish design with reflective silver       display.              Features  hard keys for
menu operation and       channel and volume  operation.                Rechargeable -
supplied with rechargeable       batteries and charging  base.               Supplied  with
direct and indirect receivers -       control the TV directly  while controlling the           
stereo in the next  room!               Size: 23.5  x 7 x 2.5cm      Contents:                        
Kameleon  10 in 1 remote control                                    Infrared base unit for direct
transmission      Command centre receiver  for indirect          transmission                  2 
adapters for charging base and command           centre.      6-in-1:                           
Operates  up to six devices - TV, VCR, DVD,                                    SAT, and Audio
control                                    Macro functionality for the ultimate in 'one      touch'
convenience.      Includes learning feature  to add extra functions      from original
remote.      Built-in modem for  future-proof upgrades.      Screen activates when 
touched and unique     Electro Luminous display  shows only the keys you     need.     
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Special features include:  menu, teletext, fastext,     surround sound control,  adjustable
screen &amp;     timeout.      Ergonomic and stylish  design with gloss black     display
and high  brightness green keys.      Features hard keys for  menu operation and     
channel and  volume operation.      3-in-1:                            Operates up to  three
devices of any brand,     including TV, VCR and  DVD.      Macro functionality for  the
ultimate in 'one touch'     convenience.      Includes learning feature  to add extra
functions     from original remote      Screen activates when  touched and unique    
Electro Luminous  display shows only the keys you     need.       Special features
include:  menu, teletext, fastext,     adjustable screen  timeout.      Ergonomic and
stylish  design with matt blue     display      Features hard keys for  menu operation and 
   channel and volume  operation.         

Price: R1,282.12

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 04 July, 2006
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